Establishing a group
When people come together for a particular reason and form a group, whether
it’s a response to a crisis or to meet a need, there is often a common
agreement between themselves as to why they have come together, what it is
they have come to do and how they are going to do it.
Where to start

Selecting a Structure

As a group you will need to gather together to discuss ideas
and decide what the purpose of the group is going to be and
what you want to do, thinking about:

There are various ways and tools to help you to select the right
structure for your group. However, it is advisable to seek legal
advice on this. To help you to get started please refer to our
guidance sheet titled “Governance” which explains each of
these structures in greater detail, giving examples of activities
they would be appropriate for.

What are your aims? Who is it for? Is there a target
audience?
How this will be achieved in terms of practical
work/activities?
Avoid duplication! Is someone already doing something
similar? Could you work in partnership with them?
Who will be involved in making sure it happens?
How will your activities be paid for?
What liabilities might you have e.g. staff, property, assets

Formalising your group
Establishing a group is more than just selecting the right
structure and governing document. Holding your first General
Meeting; forming the committee, creating an action plan,
opening a bank account and getting support are also essential
elements of getting your group off the ground.

Governing Document
The Governing Document acts as the instruction manual for
those involved in the group on what it can and can‟t do, how
the members of the group should manage themselves to
achieve this, will let you do things like open a bank account
and obtain funding, which might be useful to pay for the
insurance you might need. Model documents are available
from a variety of sources; see the „More information‟ section for
details. ACT also has a factsheet about drafting a simple
constitution (see over page).
Rather than lying locked away in a filing cabinet, the governing
document should be available to be seen by every member of
the group. A copy must be given to every member of the
“management committee” or group when it is established and
as and when new people join.

Group structure
- What are your aims?
- How will this be achieved?
- Who will be involved in doing this, could you work in partnership with other groups?
Formalising the group
- Select a structure
- Write your governing document
- Hold your first general meeting and form the committee
First steps
- Open a bank account
- Investigate insurance requirements
- Develop an Action Plan
Next steps
- Establish support for your group from potential users
- Make contact with support organisations
- Assess your group’s finances – funding or subscriptions or both?

Establishing support
Once you‟ve decided that you‟re ready to start your group, it‟s
a good idea to make contact with others who might be
interested in supporting or joining the group; using posters,
leaflets, local radio interviews, local press coverage etc in the
area where your target group might be.

Sources of help
It‟s unlikely that any difficulties or problems that you might face
are new, and contacting organisations such as ACT and
Cumbria CVS can often provide tried and tested solutions to
them.
They can also signpost you to support networks, provide
information and advice and guidance on sources of funding.

Funding for your group
You will need to think about how your group will be financed,
e.g. operating a membership organisation with a paid
subscription or external funding through grants etc. This will
enable you to develop a budget (see Budget Planning
Guidance sheet for further information).

ACT Factsheet – Drafting a simple constitution
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Useful websites
www.cumbriaaction.org.uk
www.thirdsectorcumbria.org.uk
www.charity-commission.org.uk

More information
ACT Development Officers can offer
further support and advice. A range of
additional Guidance Sheets are also
available on our website. Guidance on
how to obtain model documents is also
available.
Cumbria CVS can help with funding
information; for more details visit the
Third Sector Cumbria website (see
Useful Websites)

For more information please contact ACTion with Communities in Cumbria on
Tel: 01228 817224 or visit our website: www.cumbriaaction.org.uk
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